
The Vincent Press is pleased to offer a complete 
range of promotional and event marketing 
products. All products are produced in house 
utilizing our very own dye sublimation printing. 
Each item is printed individually, which allows 
for maximum flexibility in creativity and 
personalization. Most items are available in 
quantities as low as one.
 
There are literally thousands of amazing 
products available for customization. If there is 
something you don’t see, just ask – chances are 
we can do it.
 
Printed samples are available, and we also have 
many products on display in our office.
 
Please call or stop by to have a look.

BRAND & EVENT 

SOLUTIONS 



DISPLAY CLOCKS
Available in desktop, or wall 
mount, custom clocks are a 
great way to display your image 
throughout the entire day. Promote 
yourself with a long lasting gift to 
your customers.

HARDBOARD CLIPBOARD
Look professional on the sidelines, in the 
boardroom, or in the factory. A simple yet 
effective way to bring a professional look to 
your team or organization. Two sided printing 
provides maximum exposure and flexibility.

MOUSE PADS
A mousepad is the perfect way to get your message in 
front of your customer on a daily basis. Mousepads are 
used universally in most businesses and industries. A 
very practical and effective way to be front and center 
with your customers. They also make a great thank 
you gift. Several shapes and sizes are available.

HARDBOARD 
PHOTO PANELS
These plaque-like displays 
are perfect for awards, 
desktop displays, or 
signage. A smooth, brilliant 
print surface allows for a 
stunning photo realistic 
print. Available in several 
sizes with easel back stands.



HIGH DEFINITION ALUMINUM PANELS
Aluminum photo panels are the perfect high-
definition solution for photographs, artwork, 
and signage. The aluminum substrate allows 
for exceptionally stunning prints, and no 
framing is required! Available in a variety of 
sizes, easel stand or wall mount.

BANNER STANDS
A definite "must" at trade shows, in 
your lobby, or just about anywhere 
you want. These durable and eye 
catching displays collapse in seconds 
for easy storage or travel. 

NATURAL WOOD PLAQUES
Wood Photo Panels provide a unique, yet durable 
look that will make it stand out in any crowd. These 
plaques are made with Maple Veneer and have pre-
drilled keyholes on the back, making them ready to 
hang. The image is printed directly onto the wood, 
which allows for an amazing natural look and feel. 
Several sizes are available.

WALL MOUNT OR EASEL 



DRINK COASTERS
A unique, yet practical way 
to promote your business. 
Excellent image quality and 
durability. Several sizes and 
shapes are available.

WATER BOTTLES
Reusable water bottles made from aluminum 
or stainless steel look great, and send a great 
message. They are perfect for events such as races 
and tournaments, or as an everyday promotional 
item. Dishwasher safe.

CAN/BOTTLE KOOZIE
Everybody loves cold beverages! 
Imagine how much “cooler” a 
beverage would be wrapped in a 
full colour custom printed Koozie.

COFFEE MUGS
The bright white surface displays 
beautiful imagery, logos, or graphics. 
Mugs make great giveaways at 
conventions, seminars or trade shows. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe.

CORK
BACKED



LUGGAGE AND BAG TAGS
These tags are perfect for luggage, briefcases, 
laptop bags and backpacks. A perfect way to 
showcase your logo and promote your image. 
They are made from durable plastic and are 
strong enough to withstand everyday use. 
Strap included. Several sizes available.

FLIP FLOPS
Nothing screams summer like flip flops. Print the 
entire surface for a totally unique and fashionable 
gift or promotional item. Available in S, M, L.

PHONE STAND
What a great way to get your business name 
in front of your customers. Everyone has 
a cellphone and a phone stand provides a 
practical and popular way to store your phone. 
During the day on a desk, or overnight on a 
nightstand, your message will be seen.

MOBILE PHONE/TABLET CASES
Available for most makes and models.
Your message will always be on hand
with these stylish and protective cases.

2-SIDED 
PRINTING



CUSTOM PRINTED TILES
Tiles offer a wide range of promotional as well as practical applications. Tiles can be used for in-home 
applications such as back splashes and wall murals, or can be repurposed into an array of frames and 
boxes that transform them into trophies, gift boxes, and display signage. Tiles are a really special way to 
display your message. Tiles are durable and are available in a variety of sizes and finishes.



STONE TILES
Sandstone tiles provide a look and feel 
that is unmatched. They make great 
drink coasters, desk accessories, or can 
even be used as an award or trophy. 
Several sizes and shades are available.

WOOD TRIVET FRAME
With inset printed tile. Great for an office desk, 
counter or wall. Available in a variety of sizes 
and finishes.

WOODEN KEEPSAKE BOX 
A printed tile completes this versatile box.



705.745.1342

vincentpress.com

mail@vincentpress.com

TEES, TANKS & MORE...
Choose from a variety of styles 
and colours to dress up any 
event or promotional give-away. 
Available in men’s, women’s and 
children’s sizes.


